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NOTES FROM THE DIRECTOR

“A Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing: Handel’s ‘Semele’”

Handel’s “Semele” was a huge scandal.

The English audiences at the work’s premiere as part of a Lenten concert series in 1744 were so scandalized that the composer had tried to pass the sensual, violent, completely *operatic* work off as an *oratorio*, that after the four-performance run, the piece disappeared from the repertoire until musicologists resurrected it in the 1970s. A tragic loss considering how glorious the music is and credible the story (although “Where ere you walk” did survive as a solo excerpt and is one of Handel’s best-known tunes). This presentation at Ithaca College is among only a handful of fully staged productions since, making the experience you’re about to have a unique encounter.

To understand this outrage, the distinction between an *opera* and an *oratorio* becomes important. Basically, one is intended to be staged and one not. And “Semele,” which Handel originally presented as an *oratorio*, cries out to be staged. It begs for it. It is so completely a believable dramatic score, a juicy mash up of ambition, desire, deception, revenge, and punishment, with vivid characterizations, musically inventive choruses and ensembles, opportunities for virtuosic solo singing and dynamic stage effects. It seems inconceivable that Handel thought he would get away with presenting such a story NOT as an opera. But he was grasping to please an audience that would no longer pay to attend *Italian* opera, which he had been successfully writing and producing for decades in London. He was trying to fit in to current trends, to bend his giant imagination to a new form.

I can only assume that Handel’s imagination got the best of him, inspired by William Congreve’s English text based on the myth of the mortal woman Semele, mother of Dionysus, and he couldn’t help himself from shaping it as he shaped the great operas from his youth. Music director Geoffrey McDonald and I have produced several of Handel’s iconic early operas together, and this piece bears such a resemblance. Handel so musically digs into the psychology of the
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characters, setting their passionate interactions with such spark and danger, that it would make anyone who thought they were going to see a bible story played out politely in concert attire blush.

So then, how to stage this work here at Ithaca College? What is our relationship today to gods and goddesses, to thunderbolts, Augers, Zephyrs, Loves and Graces? Beats me if I know. I need to bring it back to earth, as it were, to a context more recognizable. The story is about an ambitious girl who wants immortality. And how to achieve that? Seduce the most powerful man in town, get him to fly you out of your lame going-nowhere life, put you up in a palace, take you to Hollywood, and make you a star. The catch is, once his wife finds out about this infidelity, she’ll enact all her resources to see you’re punished. Especially when that wife is Juno, the protector of marriage: the wrong goddess to cross! So we have the timeless story of an ambitious girl, a powerful man, and his vindictive wife. Given how nasty, self absorbed and narcissistic all the characters are, we’ve geared up for an ironic, suburban soap opera take on the characters, located in a stripped down, subtext-driven, site-specific theatrical landscape dreamily prowled by gods and mortals in their vain, vicious pursuits.

I don’t think about theater as naturalistic – what’s natural about a bunch of people sitting in the dark watching other people pretend to be other people? Yet, there’s something fundamentally necessary about this exchange as it has been going on for centuries. It seems connected to the human need for catharsis: we as an audience desire to feel pity, revulsion, terror, and compassion for these people on stage pretending to be other people. As a director, I am chasing a theater that acknowledges its artifice in order to achieve something deeply honest. Focusing on the exchange, the uniquely human exchanges of melody, conjured deep from within the performers, so that we can be awoken by the ecstasy of sound, and in that moment feel so fully what it is to be alive.

~ R.B. Schlather
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Understudies never substitute for listed performers unless a specific announcement for the appearance is made at the time of the performance.
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There will be two, fifteen-minute intermissions.
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Anastasia Sereda (Chorus) is a sophomore B.M. vocal performance major from Natick, MA. This is her Ithaca College debut.
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Laura K. McCauley (Semele) is a senior B.M. vocal performance major from Wayne, PA. This is Laura's third mainstage production at Ithaca College. Her past opera roles include Adza in *L'Etoile* and Beth in *Little Women*. In Opera Workshop this year, she was Bess McNeil in a scene from *Breaking the Waves*. She played Mrs. Phagan in the Ithaca College Graduate production of *Parade* last year.
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